with-and note that many studies routinely calculate multiple metrics of complexity. 48 We outlined our motivation for using SDF in our original manuscript, and we apologise that we only 49 have the space here to provide a brief overview. We examined SDF because we felt it was appropriate 50 for our hypotheses related to the physiology of song production and the physical environment. SDF 51 may be a proxy for the difficulty of song production, under the assumption that a greater vocal range 52 might be more difficult for a male to learn and/or maintain (Gil & Gahr 2002) . If so, we hypothesised it 53 might be correlated with mate-choosing behaviours (as may be the case with zebra finches, albeit with a 54 preference for lesser SDF; Woolley & Doupe 2008). Equally, a song with more variable frequency might 55 be easier (or harder) to pick out in a more dense and complex environment, which we examined with 56 our biogeographical analyses. An earlier meta-analysis reported a weak tendency for complex (closed) 57 habitats to select for lower peak frequencies within songs (Boncoraglio & Saino 2007) , and our analysis 58 allowed us to disentangle selection for lower frequencies (measurable with peak frequency) from selection Figure 1 
